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When to plant
Bamboo is best planted in spring so that energy stored in its
underground stems can be used to produce new canes in summer. This
will ensure that there is enough time for roots to enforce before the plant
becomes dormant from autumn to spring 

How to plant
The hole that you dig needs to be twice the width of the root ball. The
hole should be deep enough so the root ball can sit slightly lower than it
was in the container. Then fill the root ball with a mixture of soil and
garden compost and firm in. Water the bamboo thoroughly then mulch
the soil surface with more compost to hold in moisture. 

Watering
Bamboo planted in the ground needs to be watered regularly during dry
spells and in the summer. If you keep your bamboo in containers they
can dry out quicker so therefore they should be watered regularly
throughout the growing season.

Feeding
Bamboos benefit from a nitrogen-rich feed, any fallen foliage is best to
leave as it contains silica which bamboo can re-use to boost its strength
and stability.

Pruning
Pruning bamboo varies according to species and takes place either at
the end of winter or at the end of spring.

February - March: Before the resumption of vegetation for clearing dry
and damaged stems caused by winter.

June - July: For trimming the top, training and thinning. 

Although bamboo has a rapid growth rate, you only need to prune it
once a year if you do a really thorough job.

To start cut away any dead culms which are easy to spot (brown or
rotten foliage). Thinning is advisable with more established mature
bamboo, each year new bamboo shoots come to densify thinning these
clusters will allow more airflow and sunlight.  
 


